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Relative to the use of public roads, railroads offer several advantages for the

movement of radioactive wastes. These include the ability to accommodate large, heavy

containers, the ability to transfer large volumes in a single movement, and the safety

of a dedicated, centrally controlled right-of-way. The principal disadvantage of

railroads is that the shipper has considerably less freedom to specify the route a

shipment will take. The lower density of the railroad network, the need to coordinate

waste shipments with other traffic in the system, and the private ownership of the

U.S. network all reduce the shippers routing power. Although the shipper can dictate

an exact route, this could require the use of a special train at an increased cost.

Before considering the general use of special trains to move radioactive wastes, it

is first desirable to determine how these materials would move as general rail traffic.

This paper describes the development of a system to predict routes of general rail

traffic at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL).

THE U.S. RAILROAD SYSTEM :

Several characteristics of the U.S. railroad network occur rarely, if at all, in

the rail systems of other nations, and these complicate the task of estimating the

routes to be taken by any given shipment. The most important feature of the network

is its ownership by approximately 100 intercity carriers, and a number of intracity

switching and terminal companies. On most intercity routes, several carriers have
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the track and equipment needed to provide service, and these companies compete for

the available traffic. On other routes, such as that between Philadelphia and Los

Angeles, no single company serves both the origin and the destination, and carriers

must cooperate if the shipment is to go through. Even on routes where several

companies must cooperate, the presence of alternative routes permits competition.

In the Philadelphia-Los Angeles example, a shipment could be on the Chessie System

to St. *Louis and transfer to the Southern Pacific to complete the trip, or it might

go to Chicago on Conrail and switch there to the Santa Fe company for the rest of

the trip. Other pairings, perhaps involving more railroad companies, could provide

comparable service on this shipment.

The fragmentation of ownership in the U.S. network has two implications for the

route taken by a shipment. First, changing from one company to another involves some

delay—from a few hours to a few days, depending on the degree of cooperation between

the companies involved. Thus, a shipper will prefer to keep the number of companies

and transfers small. The second implication is that, where several carriers are

needed, the originating company usually has a financial incentive to keep the ship-

ment in its portion of the network for as much of the distance as possible before

relinquishing it to the next carrier. The industry is characterized by declining

marginal costs, making it advantageous to any particular company to increase the

total traffic on its system even if the extra revenue is insufficient to cover the

fully distributed average cost of the additional traffic. The originating railraod

on a shipment is usually in a better position than other companies on a route to

obtain this long haul advantage, because its ability to effect service levels gives

it greater leverage with the shipper. In general, the shipper does not specify the

route, but he has the option of specifying which companies will carry the freight,

and where transfers will be made.



A final characteristic, and one not peculiar to the U.S. system, is the tendency

of railroads to concentrate traffic on a few well-maintained lines, even though this

may lengthen the typical route. Again, this is a consequence of declining marginal

costs.

IMPLEMENTATION OF A PREDICTIVE ROUTING MODEL

«

The model uses a shortest path algorithm on a modified coding of the U.S.

intercity railroad network. The network in use was coded by the U.S. Federal Railroad

Administration (FRA) in 1975 and subsequently corrected and updated by Princeton

University and ORNL. It contains 17,105 links and 14,428 nodes. The rail network

was processed to reduce its size by roughly one half, without affecting the choice of

routes, by pruning branches that do not serve reactors or potential repository sites.,

and by combining chains of links without intermediate branches into single links.

Ownership and trackage right information, acquired from FRA and Princeton and cor-

rected at ORNL, permits decomposition of the network. Ninety-three separate railroads

are used, along with an additional category of all other, small intercity railroads,

and a category of all terminal and switching companies. This yields 95 separate subnetwork

To model the route selections of the U.S. railroad industry, the routing algorithm

identifies paths of minimum impedence rather than paths of minimum physical length.

Within each of the 95 subnetworks, impedences are computed from physical link lengths

using penalty factors based on link traffic volumes. The FRA has classified all links

in the network into four categories: A- and B-oainlines and A- and B-branchlines.
2

Traffic volumes were the most important variables in the classification , with

A-mainlines tending to be high quality, high volume links, B-mainlines being high

quality, moderate volume links, and the two branchline classes having lower volumes.

The penalty factors are lower for the higher classes of links, thereby encouraging



the use of such links on a route. The default penalty factors are 1.0, 1.2, 1.9,

and 4.0 for A-mainlines through B-branchlines, respectively, but the model user may

override these values if desired. Although these values are lower than those used

by Princeton, they appear to reproduce actual company routes more accurately.

The algorithm starts a route on the originating railroad and computes paths to

the nodes where that railroad transfers freight to other companies. It then continues

the paths on each of these additional railroads, transferring the paths at their

interchange points to adjoining railroads. This continues until the destination has

been reached. A route incurs a penalty each time it switches companies. This repre-

sents the actual delay in traffic interchange. At present, all interchange penalties

are equal and are roughly equivalent to 500 km of A-mainline travel, or one day's

delay. Actual delays vary from place to place, depending upon agreements between

companies, and future work will refine these transfer penalties to reflect these

differences.

In addition to the use of line class and transfer irapedences, the model gives

an advantage to all routes on the originating railroad, to reproduce the long haul

phenomenon. The advantage is assigned by multiplying all impedences on the originating

company's subnetwork by 0.75, to make its links more attractive to the algorithm.

Lowering the impedence on the originating line appears to reproduce observed routes

most accurately, but it may be changed as desired by the user.

The routing model contains several additional features to assist in analyzing

specific problems. For example, a user can remove nodes from the network, to

examine proposals to prohibit shipments of radioactive wastes through large urban

areas. A user may also remove specific links, to examine the effect of weight re-

strictions, proposed abandonments, or temporary blockages. Other features allow users

to examine effects of mergers between railroads on traffic flows, and to produce

machine-readable files for mapping, as in Fig. 1.



NORMAL AND ALTERNATIVE ROUTES TO CARLSBAD
ORIGINATING ON THE BURLINGTON NORTHERN



EXAMPLES

An example of the capabilities of the routing program are shown by two routes

between the Hanford Plant in south central Washington state and Carlsbad, New Mexico

(see Fig. 1). The solid line represents a normal route. This route follows a

Burlington Northern mainline through Washington, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming, Colorado,

and New Mexico, to Amarillo, Texas where the shipments would transfer to the Santa

Fe Railway and continues southwest into New Mexico to Carlsbad. The total length

of this route is 3430 kilometers and uses two railroad companies. An alternative

route which avoids major cities (shown on the figure as stars) is shown as a dashed

line on Fig. 1. This route originates on the Burlington Northern and transfers shortly

thereafter to the Union Pacific. The shipment would follow the Union Pacific's north-

western mainline through Oregon, Idaho, Wyoming, into southern Nebraska where it would

transfer to the Rock Island Railroad. From here, it follows the Rock Island through

Kansas and Oklahoma into New Mexico where it would transfer again for a short distance

on the Southern Pacific before finally transferring to the Santa Fe to reach the desti-

nation at Carlsbad. This alternative route specifically avoided four major metropolitan

areas but required the use of five different railroad companies, traveled 4275 kilo-

meters, and by necessity used lower class branch lines.

FUTURE APPLICATIONS

Future use of the program will be to investigate radiation exposure to the

public along routes by applying accurate population densities to the various

links. In addition, improved accuracy of rail mileages and speeds from source to

destination will permit much more accurate evaluations of shipping cask fleet

requirements. The program may also facilitate risk studies where shipments of

radioactive material by rail are involved.
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